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One such knife in this latter category is the

Dragon fixed-blade self-defense knife. Like
many of Pat’s and Wes’s knives, when it comes
to the Dragon you will not have realized that
you cannot live without it until about three sec-
onds after you have seen it. The Dragon is the
brainchild of Bob Kasper, who passed away in
October 2006.
The Dragon is
designed for
fighting with tip,
edge and pom-
mel, and is
designed to fit
the hand in such
a way that no
special knife
fighting tech-
nique must be
learned, because
the Dragon so
perfectly comple-
ments and
enhances
unarmed
defense. Bob
Kasper designed
the knife and Pat
and Wes still pro-
duce it. The
blade is 4-1/2” in
length and overall length is just 5” more. Handle
material is Micarta. Where the thumb would rest
as the handle slabs stop and the actual blade
begins, the spine is deeply serrated. Made from
one full-length, full width, full thickness piece of
S30V (an American-made stain-
less knife steel) and bead blasted
to subdue, the grip of the knife is
designed specifically to fit the first
finger. This finger is separated
from the remaining three by a
notch, thus affording a truly posi-
tive handhold. The pommel is
amply sized for impact applica-
tions. A larger version of the knife
is also offered. The scabbard is
made of Kydex and designed to
work with an inside-waistband
carry or a horizontal belt carry. 

On the Crawford website, Pat
and Wes relate how they put the
Dragon through a Kevlar vest, steel
belts on a tire and finally “sliced a
melon with it.” In the unlikely
event you are ever attacked by a
steel-belted melon wearing body
armor, you can rest easy. Check out the Crawford
website and look for the Dragon and you can see
pictures of what this knife can do. Although you
can do lots of practical day-to-day stuff with it, the

Dragon is designed for you to defend your life.
People take self defense very seriously these

days. Two of our three latest books, both from
Gun Digest Books (gundigeststore.com), were
written to assist readers with self-defense equip-
ment choices and techniques. The first of these is
The Gun Digest Buyer’s Guide To Concealed

Carry Handguns
and is designed
to give a general
overview of as
well as specific
insights into the
types of firearms
most suited for
concealed carry.
It contains
numerous
reviews of new
guns and old
guns, both facto-
ry new and used,
from the smallest
to full-size hand-
guns. 

The second of
these books from
Gun Digest
Books is Armed
For Personal
Defense. Armed

for Personal Defense is a nuts and bolts practical
guide to carrying concealed weapons, whether
firearm, edged or impact – and how to prevent
the carriage of such weapons from being detect-
ed through observation. Similarly, a parallel goal

of this book is to enable the serious
reader to use the knowledge
gained from the book and consci-
entious practice in order to detect
concealed weapons when carried
by others. 

The third book is from Baen
Books (baen.com), one of the most
well respected Science Fiction and
Fantasy publishers in the English
language. It is a novel that is par-
ticularly dear to us, as it is, in part,
a view into the Ahern family in the
early 1990s, wherein their fictional
counterparts find themselves con-
fronted by the inescapable fact that
they are about to be swept nearly a
century back into the past. Written
In Time is a saga of two time peri-
ods and their sudden interaction,
bringing modern military technolo-

gy into 1900 to change the course of human his-
tory forever.

Lots of guns, fighting and fun.
Remember to visit jerryahern.com!

Jerry’s newest, the Gun Digest Buyers Guide to Concealed Carry Handguns
and Armed for Personal Defense, are available from Gun Digest Books.

Jerry and Sharon’s newest novel,
Written in Time, is available

from Baen Books.
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